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Foreword
In today’s economy, gay and transgender workers are not getting the fair shake
they deserve.
At a time when all families struggle to stay afloat, far too many gay and transgender Americans are being fired from their jobs or being denied employment and
forced into the ranks of the unemployed based simply on their sexual orientation
or gender identity. As a consequence, these workers experience staggeringly high
rates of discrimination and harassment on the job and all too often lack access to
essential workplace benefits such as health care for themselves and their families.
Discrimination is still a harmful reality for far too many gay and transgender workers in the United States, and it is a reality that imposes significant emotional and
financial pain on them and their families. But discrimination is not only problematic for gay and transgender victims of discrimination. It also creates obstacles to
running an efficient and effective government.
How? Discrimination introduces harmful inefficiencies and unnecessary costs
that ultimately weaken the government’s ability to do its job. When government
employers discriminate, they have a harder time recruiting and retaining the best
workers; they suffer from depressed workplace productivity and job performance;
and they often expose themselves to costly litigation. Discrimination simply does
not make good sense for governments or for taxpayers, who ultimately end up
paying the costs associated with workplace discrimination in the public sector.
In an economy that is struggling to make its way back on top, with cities, counties,
and states facing severe budget shortfalls, we cannot afford bad business practices
that cause inefficient use of precious taxpayer dollars. In a country that is rooted in
the values of fairness and hard work, we must end practices that do not give every
worker—regardless of sexual orientation and gender identity—a fair shot.
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While discrimination hurts many workers across the country, we are seeing more
and more efforts at the local, state, and federal level to promote protections and basic
fairness for gay and transgender workers. If there was ever a place and time for the
gay and transgender movement to come together with the labor movement, this is it.
Knowing this, the American Federation of State, County and Municipal
Employees, AFL-CIO has joined together with the Center for American Progress
to take an in-depth look at the cost of gay and transgender discrimination in the
public sector. The following report shows clear evidence of widespread discrimination in state and local governments and how that discrimination is costly to
victims of discrimination, taxpayers, and to state and local governments themselves. It then outlines commonsense steps that lawmakers and unions should
fully embrace and aggressively implement to make the workplace better for every
worker and every taxpayer.
We must pull together to combat workplace discrimination head on. We must pull
together to get our economy back on track. And we must pull together to ensure
all workers have a fair shot, gay or straight, transgender or not.

Neera Tanden 					
Lee Saunders

President					
President				
Center for American Progress
		
AFSCME
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Introduction and summary
There are approximately 1 million gay or transgender individuals in America today
working in state, local, or municipal government.1 They are firefighters, teachers,
police officers, nurses, librarians, child-care providers, sanitation workers, and
more. These public servants care for our children, protect our communities, clean
our streets, and keep America functioning.
Unfortunately, far too many gay and transgender public-sector employees arrive
at work each day fearing that they may lose their job due to discrimination.
Moreover, these workers often have little or no legal recourse when discrimination
occurs. Research and data reveal that gay and transgender employees experience
rates of discrimination on the job comparable to other protected groups, but they
lack the same legal protections afforded to those groups.
Rather than being evaluated on their skills, qualifications, and ability to contribute
on the job, gay and transgender workers are all too often not hired, not promoted, or,
in the worst cases, fired from their jobs based solely on their sexual orientation and
gender identity—characteristics completely irrelevant to job performance. Sadly, for
gay and transgender workers discrimination results in significant job insecurity and
makes it more difficult for them to make ends meet and provide for their families.
In addition, unfair laws and policies leave many of these employees without the
same access to workplace benefits that their straight and nontransgender counterparts currently enjoy. This includes employer-sponsored health insurance benefits,
which protect them and their families during times of illness. Given that these
benefits are a crucial component of employee compensation, the result is unequal
pay for equal work for gay and transgender workers.
In short, discrimination and unequal treatment on the job inflicts significant economic harm on gay and transgender public-sector employees and their families.
This is not, however, only a problem for gay and transgender workers themselves.
It is also presents problems for running an efficient and effective public sector.
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Discrimination against gay and transgender workers introduces costly inefficiencies and thereby imposes significant financial harm on government entities.
Discrimination forces out the best and the brightest employees, minimizes productivity, introduces turnover-related costs, and exposes governments to potentially costly litigation. At a time when states are facing severe budget shortfalls,
discrimination simply does not make financial sense.
What’s worse, these costs come at the direct expense of the taxpayer. Americans
deserve an efficient and effective government that acts as a responsible administrator of taxpayer funds. In allowing discrimination to go unchecked, the public
sector fails to meet that responsibility. Simply put, it is financially irresponsible to
evaluate workers based on any characteristics that are not directly relevant to job
performance, especially at a time when state and local budgets are in the red.
Moreover, state governments in particular have a responsibility as some of the nation’s
largest employers to ensure that all of their workers have protections against unfair
treatment, including gay and transgender workers. On average, state governments
employ six times as many workers than the next-largest employer in a given state and
employ three times as many workers as the combined workforce of the next four
largest employers in that state.2 Given the size of the labor force working for state
governments, state lawmakers have a responsibility to institute commonsense policies
that level the playing field for gay and transgender public-sector workers.
The good news is that many states have done just that. Across the country, states
and cities have passed laws to grant equal workplace protections and benefits to
gay and transgender workers. This includes nondiscrimination laws that prohibit
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity. It includes
laws that extend equal workplace benefits to workers’ same-sex partners and their
family members. And it includes laws that ensure transgender employees are not
denied basic coverage due to harmful and discriminatory exclusions built into
health insurance plans.

It is financially
irresponsible to
evaluate workers
based on any
characteristics that
are not directly
relevant to job
performance,
especially at a
time when state
and local budgets
are in the red.

Laws are not the only available option. Where local, state, and federal legislators
have failed to pass these types of laws, many mayors and governors have taken
administrative action to level the playing field for gay and transgender publicsector workers. Governors have issued executive orders requiring nondiscrimination in certain sectors of state employment on the basis of sexual orientation and
gender identity. Others have taken similar administrative action to extend equal
partner benefits to state employees with same-sex partners.
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Despite this progress, there is more work to be done. Only 43 percent of state
employees work in a state with a law prohibiting discrimination based on sexual
orientation. Only 31 percent work in a state with a law also prohibiting discrimination based on gender identity. This means that the majority of Americans working
for state governments still do not have statutory protections against discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity. When it comes to benefits, a
majority of state employees do not work for a state that offers equal partner health
insurance. Only 47 percent of state employees with same-sex partners have access
to equal workplace benefits, compared to 53 percent who do not.
All gay and transgender public-sector workers deserve to be treated fairly in
the workplace, not just those who are fortunate enough to live in states or cities
with gay- and transgender-inclusive policies. To protect these workers from
discrimination, Congress should pass the Employment Non-Discrimination Act
to ensure that gay and transgender workers in the public and private sector in all
50 states and the District of Columbia are afforded substantive legal protections
from employment discrimination. For their part, states should continue to enact
workplace nondiscrimination laws, as well as extend relationship recognition
rights to same-sex couples (for example, pass marriage equality legislation) to
ensure equal access to workplace benefits.
But until these and other steps are taken, gay and transgender workers in state and
local governments will continue to experience discrimination and unequal treatment on the job and will remain unable to take legal action to protect themselves
and their families.
In this report, we first examine the problem of discrimination and unequal treatment in benefits for gay and transgender public-sector workers. Secondly, we
explain why discrimination and unequal treatment is a problem—not only for
gay and transgender employees and their families, but also for taxpayers and for
state and local governments. We then detail the landscape of existing laws and
policies that level the playing field for gay and transgender public-sector workers.
And lastly, we outline commonsense solutions that policymakers at the municipal,
state, and federal level should take to combat discrimination and ensure the fair
and equal treatment of all employees, gay or straight, transgender or not.
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Gay and transgender publicsector workers face high rates of
employment discrimination
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, as of September 2009 state and
local governments employed approximately 19.7 million workers. This includes
roughly 5.2 million state government employees and 14.5 million local government employees. Gay and transgender employees comprise a significant portion
of our public-sector workforce with recent estimates suggesting that slightly more
than 4 percent of municipal employees (585,000 workers) and slightly more than
8 percent of state employees (418,000 workers) are gay or transgender. By comparison, approximately 7 million private-sector workers—roughly 6.5 percent—
are gay or transgender.3
Gay and transgender employment by sector4
Number of gay or
transgender employees
(estimated)

Total number of
employees

Percent of workforce that
is gay or transgender

Local

585,000

14,516,000

4.03%

State

418,000

5,155,000

8.12%

Federal

200,000

2,829,000

7.07%

Total public

1,203,000

22,500,000

5.35%

Total private

7,000,000

107,234,000

6.53%

Total public + private

8,203,000

129,734,000

6.32%

Source: The Williams Institute. U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.

With approximately 1 million gay and transgender individuals working in state
and local governments, gay and transgender workers comprise around 5.4 percent
of the public-sector workforce in the United States today. These individuals work
in legislative chambers, executive offices, and judicial courtrooms throughout the
nation. They are our nation’s police officers, firefighters, librarians, nurses, sanitation workers, teachers, and more—men and women who daily make vital contributions as public servants to our state and local communities.
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Despite these contributions, however, recent research and data reveal that this
population consistently faces high rates of workplace discrimination. Gay and
transgender individuals are all too often denied government employment, and
those who do land a public-sector job find themselves subject to being fired,
verbally and physically harassed, paid unequal wages, and denied promotions
all because of their sexual orientation or gender identity. As a consequence, far
too many gay and transgender public-sector employees work in unfriendly and
hostile environments. In the worst cases, this discrimination forces them into or to
remain among the ranks of the unemployed, without a job to make ends meet for
themselves and their families.

Workplace discrimination
Thanks in large measure to research and analysis from the Williams Institute—a
public policy think tank associated with the University of California, Los Angeles,
School of Law—a significant body of evidence shows that discrimination is a pervasive and persistent problem for gay and transgender workers in public employment
in the United States today. Specifically, a host of surveys, court findings, and complaints from administrative agencies show that discrimination against gay and transgender public workers is a rampant problem that requires an immediate solution.

Surveys of gay and transgender employees
Four surveys conducted within the past seven years have examined the rates of
discrimination facing the gay and transgender workforce. These surveys took a
representative sample—three were national samplings and one was Californiacentered—of the gay and transgender population, and included a number of
public-sector workers. Each survey confirms that discrimination is a widespread
problem for gay and transgender public-sector employees.
General Social Survey (2010)
The biennial General Social Survey is one of the most highly respected sociological surveys in the United States. In 2008 it found that approximately one in five
gay public-sector workers at the local, state, or federal level had experienced some
form of discrimination based on their sexual orientation at some point during
their career. According to the Williams Institute, who analyzed the General Social
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Survey data, “17 percent reported being fired because of their sexual orientation,
13 percent reported being denied a promotion or receiving a negative job evaluation, and 20 percent reported being harassed verbally or in writing on the job
because they are gay, lesbian, or bisexual.”5
National Lambda Legal and Deloitte Financial Advisory Services survey
According to a 2005 survey conducted by Lambda Legal and Deloitte Financial
Advisory Services, which included public-sector employees, 39 percent of gay
workers experienced some form of discrimination or harassment in the workplace
related to their sexual orientation within the past five years. This includes 11 percent who reported that discrimination and harassment was a “frequent” problem,
and 19 percent who reported that they had experienced barriers to promotion
because of their sexual orientation.6
Injustice at Every Turn report
In 2011 the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force and the National Center for
Transgender Equality released a report with the results from what many consider
the most comprehensive survey to date on transgender Americans. This report,
Injustice at Every Turn, reveals that transgender workers face extraordinarily high
rates of discrimination on the job, even higher than gay workers. Fully 90 percent
of transgender individuals reported experiencing harassment or mistreatment on
the job, or took actions such as hiding who they are to avoid it. Further, 47 percent
experienced some sort of adverse job outcome, including 26 percent who lost a
job due to being transgender.7
Transgender Law Center survey (2009)
According to a Transgender Law Center 2009 survey assessing the health and
wellness of transgender Californians, 70 percent of respondents had experienced
workplace discrimination because of their gender identity, with more than 11
percent of respondents being public workers.8

Approximately
one in five gay
public-sector
workers at the
local, state, or
federal level had
experienced
some form of
discrimination
based on their
sexual orientation
at some point
during their career.

Surveys of gay and transgender workers in specific sectors
of public employment
In addition to national surveys of gay and transgender workers, numerous studies
have looked into discrimination within specific sectors of public employment. The
Williams Institute notes the following sector findings:
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• K-12 education: In 2008 more than half of gay or transgender K–12 teachers
reported feeling unsafe at work because of their sexual orientation or gender
identity. Thirty-five percent feared losing their job, and 27 percent reported
being harassed within the prior year.9
• Higher education: In 2009, 19 percent of gay or transgender faculty and employees at state public colleges and universities from across the country experienced
discrimination and harassment in the workplace, which “interfered with their
ability to work or learn on campus.”10
• Law enforcement: In 2009, 22 percent of gay or transgender public-safety officers reported that they did not receive an otherwise-deserved promotion due to
their sexual orientation or gender identity. Thirteen percent reported that they
experienced discrimination in hiring.11
• Lawyers: In 2002–2003, 37 percent of gay or transgender state and local public
workers with law degrees said they had been verbally harassed in the workplace.
More than one in four reported experiencing some other form of discrimination
on the job.12

Gay and transgender equality in federal employment
While this report examines discrimination in state and local governments, it is important to note that gay and transgender workers also
make vital contributions as federal government employees. Similar to
their counterparts in state and local government, gay and transgender federal employees have experienced a history of discrimination
and unequal treatment on the job, some of which continues today.
Gay rights pioneer Frank Kameny, for example, was fired from his job
as an astronomer working for the federal government based solely on
his sexual orientation.
Progress, however, has been made in the past two decades with
respect to discrimination and equal benefits on the job for gay
federal employees. In 1998 then-President Bill Clinton signed an
executive order adding “sexual orientation” to the federal government’s Equal Employment Opportunity policy.17 Under the Obama
administration, the federal government added “gender identity” to
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the government’s Equal Employment Opportunity policy in 2010.18
And in 2009 and 2010 President Barack Obama issued memoranda
requesting all federal departments and agencies to extend whatever workplace benefits they can under federal law to gay employees and their same-sex partners.19
Antigay laws, however, such as the misleadingly titled Defense of
Marriage Act, prevent the federal government from giving employees’ same-sex partners access to some of the most important partner
benefits, including health insurance, retirement and pension plans,
and other benefits. Until the Defense of Marriage Act is struck down,
gay employees in the federal government will continue to experience
unequal access to benefits and unfair treatment on the job. Additionally, federal health plans (known as Federal Employees Health
Benefits) contain harmful exclusions that prevent transgender federal
employees from receiving medically necessary care.
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These survey findings indicate that discrimination in state and local government
is not limited to any particular sector but is instead a consistent and widespread
problem for all gay and transgender public-sector workers.

More evidence of discrimination against gay and transgender
public-sector workers
Numerous other sources point to significant discrimination and harassment
against state and local gay and transgender workers.
First, courts and legal experts have consistently found evidence of a history of
discrimination against gay and transgender workers, including those in the public
sector. U.S. Attorney General Eric Holder, for example, noted the history of
government discrimination against gay individuals in his letter to House Speaker
Rep. John Boehner (R-OH) describing the Obama administration’s decision to
no longer defend the antigay Defense of Marriage Act. In the letter, he wrote that,
“First and most importantly, there is, regrettably, a significant history of purposeful discrimination against gay and lesbian people, by governmental as well as private
entities, based on prejudice and stereotypes that continue to have ramifications
today.”13 (emphasis added)
Second, the number of complaints filed with state and local administrative agencies charged with enforcing existing nondiscrimination laws and policies further
suggests high rates of workplace discrimination facing state and local government
workers. In a study looking at administrative agencies’ data, the Williams Institute
found that overall discrimination complaints based on sexual orientation were
comparable with discrimination complaints based on sex and gender. Specifically,
this study found that out of every 10,000 gay workers, an average of four file discrimination complaints with state agencies. That number is 3.9 for workers filing
discrimination complaints based on race, and 5.2 for workers filing discrimination
complaints based on their gender.14
Lastly, gay and transgender public-sector workers are also paid less than their
straight, nontransgender counterparts, even when performing equal work. There is
evidence to show that gay males in particular suffer from a significant gap in earnings compared to their straight counterparts in the public sector. According to the
Williams Institute, gay men in the public sector earn an estimated 8 percent to 29
percent less than straight men in the public sector, even when controlling for race,
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education, years of experience, and other factors. The data is less clear for lesbian
women who tend to earn the same if not more than their straight counterparts. But
that’s not to say that lesbian workers do not experience gaps in pay. Research indicates that lesbian workers still earn less than both heterosexual and gay men.15
Likewise, transgender individuals face wage disparities. This is especially true
for transgender women. One study found that the earnings of female transgender workers fell by nearly one-third following their gender transitions.
Interestingly, that same study found that the earnings of male transgender workers
slightly increased following their transition. As such, transgender men may actually experience a wage advantage rather than a wage penalty.16
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Gay and transgender public-sector
workers do not have equal access
to benefits
Not only do gay and transgender workers face high rates of discrimination on the
job, but unfair and discriminatory laws and policies also create an uneven playing
field for gay and transgender workers in terms of the range of workplace benefits
offered to public-sector employees. Outdated laws prevent workers with same-sex
partners from obtaining employer-sponsored health insurance for their family
members. This leaves many families without sufficient health insurance coverage
and others without health insurance coverage at all.
In addition to health insurance, city and state employees with same-sex partners
often do not have equal access to a host of other workplace benefits, including retirement and pension benefits, paid family leave, life insurance benefits, and more. For
transgender city and state employees, other laws and policies create discriminatory
exclusions in health insurance that obstruct access to medically necessary care.
Let us take a look at each of these issues in turn.

Unequal access to workplace benefits
Health insurance benefits are a critical component of worker compensation.
A majority of nonelderly insured adults obtain health benefits today through
employer-sponsored insurance plans. According to a June 2012 U.S. Department
of Labor report, benefits packages comprise 30.7 percent of total compensation for workers in the state and local government and health insurance benefits
comprise 27.7 percent of those packages.20 In this way, health insurance benefits
for workers and their family members are arguably the most important benefits an
employer can offer his or her workers.
What’s more, employer-sponsored health plans cost less than comparable health
insurance plans purchased in the private market. A middle-income family with
coverage in the individual market spends on average 22 percent of their household
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income on health care. A similar middle-income family with employer-sponsored
health coverage spends 8 percent of their income on health care costs.21 Further,
employer-sponsored insurance and privately purchased health insurance rarely
offer comparable coverage.
Benefits packages are clearly important for all workers, but they are especially
important for public-sector workers. Whereas only 51 percent of private-sector
employers offer health insurance benefits to workers, nearly all full-time state
employees—97 percent—are eligible for coverage, and 91 percent of public-sector workers actually enroll in those benefits.22

Unequal access to health care benefits
In sum, employer-sponsored health insurance benefits are significant, both relative
to a worker’s total compensation package and relative to plans available in the
private market. Many employers, however, including state and local governments,
discriminate against gay workers by making health insurance benefits available to
straight workers’ spouses but denying those same benefits to their gay employees’
same-sex partners. This denial of coverage translates to unequal pay for equal work
for gay public-sector workers.

This denial

Sometimes this discrimination occurs by choice. Some state or government entities may simply elect not to offer equal partner benefits to their workers’ same-sex
partners, even if they offer comparable benefits to workers’ different-sex partners
and even when there are regulatory or administrative reforms that would allow
them to equalize those benefits. In other instances, however, state law actually
prevents government entities from treating gay workers and their partners equally,
even if they would like to.

equal work for

of coverage
translates to
unequal pay for

gay public-sector
workers.

In addition, denying equal health benefits to workers’ same-sex partners can also
restrict their children’s access to health insurance. Unfortunately, many states have
outdated and discriminatory laws that prohibit recognizing two adoptive parents
of the same-sex.23 As a result, children raised by same-sex couples often only have
one legally recognized parent. If working parents do not have a legal relationship
with their children, they are often unable to obtain health care benefits from their
employer (including state and local governments) for their children.
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Unequal taxation
Even when state and local employers offer equal health insurance benefits to gay
workers and their same-sex partners, the federal government imposes an extra tax
on both the worker and the employer. This is because the discriminatory Defense
of Marriage Act only allows the federal government to recognize relationships
between one man and one woman. Where typically health care benefits are not
normally taxed for opposite-sex married couples, the federal government does not
recognize same-sex married couples and, as a consequence, taxes those benefits
as imputed income. Moreover, this tax is not only imposed on gay workers but on
their employers, as well.24
The economic harm of this unequal taxation on benefits is significant. Economist
Lee Badgett estimates that in 2007 workers with same-sex partners paid on average $1,069 per year more in taxes than workers with opposite-sex partners who
had the same coverage. As Badgett notes in her report on these taxes, for same-sex
couples, it’s “taxed if you do, uninsured if you don’t.”
Similarly, the tax burden on employers, including state and local governments,
that offer same-sex domestic partner benefits is significant since these employers must pay payroll taxes on the value of the benefits if the federal government
counts them as income. In terms of the taxes imposed on the employer, Badgett
estimates that in 2007 employers (many of which include municipal and state
governments) were taxed an extra $57 million for offering equal partner benefits
to same-sex partners.25

Other workplace benefits
In addition to health benefits, public-sector workers with same-sex partners also
experience unequal access to a range of other workplace benefits. These benefits
include retirement and pension plans, paid family leave, life insurance, and relocation assistance. All of these benefits are in one way or another a form of worker
compensation, meaning that many gay public-sector workers are once again
performing equal work for unequal pay.
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The union difference
In 2011, according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 36.2 percent
of public-sector workers were union members, compared to 6.9
percent of private-sector workers. At 42 percent, union membership was highest among local government workers, followed by 31
percent of state employees and 26.8 percent of federal workers.29

Similarly, 57 percent of state and local union workers had access to
survivor benefits in retirement for same-sex domestic partners, as
compared to 47 percent of nonunion public-sector workers and just
7 percent of workers in the private sector (union and nonunion).30

Union membership gives gay and transgender public workers the
edge in bargaining for equal benefits and protections that are necessary to shield themselves from discrimination on the job.

Just as importantly, union membership enhances job security.
Union workers can be fired only with just cause and often have
access to grievance procedures and arbitration. Additionally, many
union contracts do what the law does not: protect workers against
discrimination based on sexual orientation or gender identity.

When they are members of a union, same-sex domestic partners have
better access to benefits such as health care and retirement security.
Fifty-three percent of state and local workers with union representation had access to health care coverage for same-sex domestic partners, compared to only 17 percent of nonunion state and local workers
and 29 percent of private-sector workers (union and nonunion).

Within the American Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees, the largest union of public-sector workers, more than 1,000
union contracts include sexual orientation within a nondiscrimination clause, and many include gender identity language.31

Transgender exclusions in health plans
Transgender workers need health insurance just the same as anybody else.
Unfortunately, insurance carriers routinely employ a range of discriminatory practices that hurt transgender individuals. These practices include refusing to issue
coverage to transgender individuals, charging higher premiums without justification, and refusing to cover medically necessary treatments even when these same
treatments are covered for nontransgender people. This type of discrimination is
equally true for transgender workers in both the private and public sectors.26
Insurance discrimination against transgender people is captured most clearly in
“transgender exclusions.” Despite statements confirming the importance of health
insurance coverage for transgender people and the medical necessity of transitionrelated care from expert bodies—including the American Medical Association,
the American Psychological Association, and the World Professional Association
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for Transgender Health—many health insurance plans specifically single out the
transgender population for denials of coverage for medically necessary services
solely on the basis of gender identity.
In some instances these exclusions apply only to surgical treatments while permitting coverage of mental health services and hormone therapy. In the majority of
cases, however, the exclusions are sweeping—excluding, for example, the coverage
of any “services, drugs, or supplies related to sex transformations.”27 Most alarmingly, many insurers stretch the definition of procedures related to “sex transformations” to include essentially any medical care a transgender person might require,
including treatment for common medical conditions, from back pain to the flu to
kidney cysts and even cancer.28
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Discrimination harms gay
and transgender workers, the
government, and taxpayers
Discrimination is still a pernicious problem for gay and transgender workers
employed by state and local governments. Far too many of these public servants
go to work in hostile environments where they are discriminated against and
harassed based on their sexual orientation or gender identity. This is certainly a
problem for gay and transgender public workers, who all too often are forced out
of a job and into the ranks of the unemployed due to discrimination. But it’s also
an obstacle to running an efficient and effective government, and it is a problem
for the American taxpayer.

It’s a problem for gay and transgender workers
Unfortunately, discrimination imposes tangible economic harm on gay and
transgender individuals and their families. In fact, research and data indicate that
gay and transgender individuals and their families are among some of the most
economically vulnerable populations in the United States, due in large part to
workplace discrimination.
Contrary to commonly held stereotypes, families headed by same-sex couples
make on average $15,500 less per year than families headed by opposite-sex couples. Similarly, children being raised by same-sex parents are twice as likely to live
in poverty as children being raised by married opposite-sex parents.32 Whereas 9
percent of children living with heterosexual married parents are living in poverty,
21 percent of children being raised by male same-sex couples and 20 percent of
children being raised by female same-sex couples live in poverty.33 What’s more,
transgender people also face significant economic challenges. Fifteen percent of
transgender people report making less than $10,000 per year, a rate of poverty that
is nearly four times that of the general population.34
These socioeconomic disparities are often the direct result of workplace discrimination. When gay and transgender workers are forced out of a job or treated
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unfairly in the workplace, they have less money to pay the mortgage, buy groceries, and otherwise make ends meet.
Additionally, unequal access to health insurance further imposes harm on gay and
transgender workers and their families. Workers’ partners and children who do
not have access to health insurance through their own employer are left with the
costly decision of either purchasing insurance in the private market or precariously remaining among the ranks of the uninsured. Similarly, the lack of available
health insurance programs for gay and transgender workers can have serious
consequences for their own and their families’ health and wellness.

Workplace

It’s a problem for state and local governments

significant

Workplace discrimination and unequal treatment is not only a problem for gay
and transgender workers. It is a problem for running an efficient and effective
government.

economic harm

In this upcoming fiscal year, 31 states have projected or have addressed budget
shortfalls totaling $55 billion. In the remaining states, state lawmakers are still
pinching pennies, as the nation continues to recover from the Great Recession.35
Many municipal and county governments are also facing significant fiscal troubles.36 Given the tough financial situation public institutions face, it is especially
important for state and local governments to use tax dollars as efficiently and
effectively as possible.

numerous

Discrimination in the workplace, however, reduces government’s ability to meet
the needs of the public in a cost-efficient and responsible way. Workplace discrimination imposes significant economic harm by introducing numerous inefficiencies
to government and passing on substantial costs to taxpayers.37
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Let’s turn now to the specific ways in which discrimination makes no financial
sense for state and local governments.

Recruitment and retention
First and perhaps foremost, discriminating against workers based on their sexual orientation and gender identity hampers local and state governments’ ability to recruit
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and retain the best and the brightest employees in the labor force. In terms of recruitment, public entities that discriminate against potential gay or transgender employees
needlessly limit the pool of candidates from which they can hire. Shrinking the size
of the workforce pool unnecessarily excludes top talent, thereby diminishing governments’ ability to most effectively deliver needed goods and services to the public.
Similarly, discrimination dampens governments’ ability to retain capable and qualified employees. As detailed earlier in this report, far too many gay or transgender workers are fired solely based on their sexual orientation or gender identity.
Others choose to leave under the duress of a hostile and negative workplace environment. In both instances, the failure to retain qualified employees introduces
significant costs, not the least of which are the costs associated with replacing the
departing employees. It costs anywhere between $5,000 and $10,000 to replace
a departing hourly worker and between an estimated $75,000 and $211,000 to
replace an executive-level employee.38
It is therefore vital for efficient and effective government bodies to recruit and
retain individuals based on their skills, qualifications, and capacity to contribute.
Evaluating workers based on their sexual orientation or gender identity—factors
that are completely irrelevant to job performance—compromises their ability to
excel. As a result, governments are saddled with a less-than-ideal public-sector
workforce when they discriminate.

Productivity and job performance
Hostile and discriminatory environments needlessly compromise the productivity
and job performance of public-sector workers. Discrimination and hostility in the
workplace prevent employees from focusing on the core functions of their jobs.
This is especially true for gay and transgender workers, many of whom work in
constant fear of discrimination and harassment, or simply remain in the closet to
avoid putting themselves in a vulnerable situation. Studies have shown that these
types of work environments result in significant unnecessary costs since they
increase absenteeism, lower productivity, and foster a less motivated, less entrepreneurial, and less committed workforce.
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Serving the public
For government entities to work effectively, they must serve all members of the
public. But when public entities discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation
and gender identity they needlessly push away qualified gay and transgender
workers. What results is a workforce that is less-than-representative of the public,
hampering the government’s ability to serve all populations. If a social service
agency, for instance, is a hostile work environment for gay and transgender workers, it is much less likely that that agency will be able to provide adequate or even
basic services to gay and transgender clients, a significant portion of the public.

Litigation
A confusing patchwork of laws exists in the United States that outlaw employment
discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity. While some
states legally prohibit such discrimination, others do not.39 Regardless, it is financially unwise from a legal standpoint for governments in both sets of states to fail
to prohibit discrimination in state and municipal employment on the basis of both
sexual orientation and gender identity.
In states with gay and transgender-inclusive nondiscrimination laws, municipal and state governments should take steps to prohibit discrimination within
government employment since doing so is complying with the law. Not doing so
means they may be subject to legal penalties, just as they would be if they fired an
employee because he or she is black.
In states without such laws on the books, municipal and state governments should
also prohibit discrimination against gay and transgender workers. Not only is
it the right thing to do, there is also significant uncertainty as to what, under
federal law, could be considered discrimination. A recent Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission decision, for example, said that transgender workplace discrimination is included under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act.40 So even
though no state law is in place, discriminating against transgender employees may
still be in violation of federal law. Given this uncertainty, it is far better to prohibit
discrimination than risk potentially expensive litigation.
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It’s a problem for taxpayers
Discrimination in the public sector is a problem for gay and transgender people.
It is a problem for efficient and effective government. And, relatedly, it is a serious
problem for the American taxpayer.
Americans deserve an efficient and effective government that acts as a responsible
steward of taxpayer dollars. But, as outlined earlier, allowing discrimination to go
unchecked has costly consequences such as minimizing productivity, introducing
turnover-related costs, and incurring potentially costly litigation. It is financially
irresponsible to judge employees based on any characteristics that are not directly
relevant to their performance on the job, especially at a time when state and local
budgets are in the red.
Additionally, discrimination is anathema to our values as Americans. American tax
dollars should never be used to finance discrimination. This is true for discrimination based on a host of characteristics that are completely irrelevant to job performance, including race, ethnicity, sex, national origin, religion, disability, and, yes,
sexual orientation and gender identity.
Fully 8 in 10 adults believe that “how an employee does his or her job should be
the standard for judging an employee, not their sexual orientation.”41 Yet despite
near-universal support for equal treatment on the job, we continue to use tax dollars in ways that allow discrimination against gay and transgender workers to go
unchecked in state and local governments. Despite this widespread public support
for equal treatment, a majority of states still lack comprehensive laws shielding gay
and transgender public-sector workers from discrimination, a situation that we
shall turn to next.
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The landscape of existing
protections for gay and transgender
public-sector employees
As we have already demonstrated, gay and transgender public-sector workers
experience significant discrimination and unequal access to benefits on the job.
Fortunately, many state and local governments and executive agencies have enacted
laws and policies that level the playing field for gay and transgender public-sector
workers. But in other states and cities, these laws and policies are sorely lacking, leaving gay and transgender workers vulnerable to discrimination and unequal treatment
on the job. Let’s examine the laws and policies in state and municipal employment
that level the playing field for gay and transgender public-sector workers.

Nondiscrimination laws and policies
Discrimination remains a significant problem for all gay and transgender workers.
On one hand, state lawmakers and governors have stepped in over the past couple
of decades to pass laws and policies that protect gay and transgender workers from
workplace discrimination. On the other hand, still too many state lawmakers and
governors have failed to put in place similar nondiscrimination protections, resulting in a set of state laws and policies that leave some workers particularly vulnerable to discrimination.

State laws that prohibit discrimination
Currently 21 states and the District of Columbia prohibit discrimination in both
private and public employment on the basis of sexual orientation. Of those 21
states, 16 states and the District of Columbia also prohibit discrimination on the
basis of gender identity.42 (see Figure 1) These laws provide substantive protections to the gay and transgender workforce, and they are the most effective way to
combat discrimination on the job. They do this by giving employees, for example,
a private right of action to sue their employer when that employer allows sexualorientation and gender-identity discrimination to go unchecked in the workplace.
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Still, a majority of states have failed to pass comprehensive nondiscrimination
laws that include sexual orientation and gender identity.43

FIGURE 1
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FIGURE 2

State laws, nondiscrimination coverage, and domestic partner benefits among state workers
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Looking at state employment data, just more than 4 in 10 (42.6 percent) state
employees work in a state with a law prohibiting discrimination based on sexual
orientation. Three in 10 (31.8 percent) state employees work in a state with a law
also prohibiting discrimination based on gender identity.44 This also means that
the majority of Americans (57.4 percent) working for state governments do not
have protections against discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender
identity. (see Figure 2)

Executive actions prohibiting discrimination
In addition to statutes, some state governors have stepped in where state lawmakers have failed to take action against discrimination. Several governors have issued
executive orders prohibiting discrimination based on sexual orientation (and
often gender identity, as well) within all state agencies under their jurisdiction.45
In addition to the 21 states that have outlawed all workplace discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation, an additional nine states currently have executive
orders that likewise prohibit discrimination against some gay state employees. Six
of these executive orders also cover gender identity.
This means that a total of 30 states and the District of Columbia have laws or
administrative policies shielding gay state workers from employment discrimination, and a total of 22 states and the District of Columbia have laws or administrative policies that shield transgender workers from employment discrimination.46
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4,000,000

Legislation is preferable to executive action
It is worth mentioning that while executive orders significantly help combat discrimination against gay and transgender workers, statutes outlawing discrimination
on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity are a far preferable solution.
First, protections established by nondiscrimination statutes cover all workers—public and private—while protections granted by executive order only cover workers
employed at the level of government that enacts the protections. In addition to the
fact that these protections do not cover private-sector workers, executive orders
are also more easily revoked than nondiscrimination statutes. Future governors
can rescind executive orders, as happened in Virginia in 2010, and the repeal of
an executive order by administrative action is not subject to legislative or judicial
review. Lastly, statutes give workers the ability to take legal action against discriminatory employers and the ability to pursue damages. Executive orders do not.47
Still, executive orders provide some protections to gay and transgender publicsector workers where there would otherwise be none. Gay and transgender
public-sector workers who encounter discrimination can seek recourse through
human resource departments or can go to their supervisors, who can intervene in
instances of discrimination. In addition, executive orders provide a foundation for
workforce inclusivity, allow for cultural competency training and diversity training
inclusive of gay and transgender issues, and recognize the struggles that many gay
and transgender individuals face in the workplace.48

Nondiscrimination laws and policies for gay and transgender workers in
municipal employment
Similar to the way many states have taken action to combat discrimination, many
cities and counties are also enacting policies aimed at ensuring a discrimination-free
workplace for gay and transgender municipal employees. Specifically, at least 175
cities and counties have laws or policies prohibiting employment discrimination on
the basis of sexual orientation, and at least 135 cities and counties do so on the basis
of gender identity.49 This means, for example, that while the state of Texas does not
have a law that protects gay and transgender Texans from discrimination on the job,
gay and transgender Texans in cities such as Houston do have employment protections since Houston has outlawed both private- and public-sector discrimination
based on sexual orientation and gender identity.
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Access to equal benefits
A number of state governments offer equal health care benefits to workers and
their same-sex partners. Currently, 24 state governments and the District of
Columbia offer equal partner benefits to workers with same-sex partners or
spouses, leaving 26 state governments that fail to provide equal benefits to these
workers and their family members. (see Figure 1) In terms of coverage, this means
that 47 percent of state government employees work for a state that offers equal
partner health care insurance. Fifty-three percent do not live in a state that offers
equal coverage. (see Figure 2)
States have extended equal partner benefits to same-sex couples through one of
four ways. (see Figure 3) Twelve states and the District of Columbia began offering equal partner benefits upon passing relationship recognition legislation such
as marriage equality, civil unions, and domestic partnerships (or, in certain cases,
when courts ruled that states must recognize same-sex relationships).
In four states the courts ruled that failing to provide equal partner health insurance benefits to state workers’ same-sex partners violated the equal protection
clauses of their state constitutions. As a result, the court compelled state governments to begin offering equal benefits to their gay workers.50
Governors can also take administrative action to offer equal partner benefits to
their workers, and governors in two states—New Mexico and Illinois—have done
just that by issuing executive orders mandating state agencies to offer equal benefits to employees with same-sex partners.51
Lastly, in many states nongovernmental oversight boards or unions retain full
control over extending public benefits to state workers. In six states public workers
with same-sex partners secured equal partner benefits through an administrative
board (such as an insurance committee) or through a union contract.52

Transgender inclusive health care
As mentioned earlier, most insurance plans contain discriminatory exclusions that
prevent transgender individuals from accessing medically necessary care. Some
municipal governments have helped to end this discriminatory practice for their
employees by offering at least one insurance plan that does not contain these
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harmful exclusions. These municipalities include San Francisco, Seattle, Portland
(Oregon), and Multnomah County (Oregon).

The public sector catching up with the private sector
Our analysis of the landscape of laws and policies that level the playing field for
gay state and local employees shows that many governments are taking critical
steps make the workplace a more fair and inclusive environment for gay transgender employees, which is, in part, thanks to the fact that many public-sector
workers are unionized. State and municipal policymakers who have put these laws
and policies into place have realized what many in the private sector have realized
for some time—policies that make the workplace more inclusive and equal for all
are better for the bottom line. State and local governments with these policies in
place have discovered that the benefits of having antidiscrimination rules (recruiting and retaining the best and the brightest, increasing job productivity, ensuring
against litigation, etc.) far outweigh the minimal costs, if any at all.
FIGURE 3
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This is why the vast majority of Fortune 100 companies have gay- and transgenderfriendly workplace policies in place. Ninety-four percent of Fortune 100 companies
include sexual orientation in their nondiscrimination or equal employment opportunity policies, and 75 percent also include gender identity. Moreover, 85 percent
offer equal benefits to employees’ same-sex partners, including health care benefits.
Nearly half offer transgender-inclusive health care benefits to their employees.53
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Best practices
We will now take a deeper look at the types of steps that municipalities and state governments are taking to level the playing field for
gay and transgender workers. Cambridge, Massachusetts, San Francisco, California, and Portland, Oregon, in particular have enacted
policies that ensure no taxpayer dollars are used to fund discrimination and unequal treatment in public-sector employment.
At the other end of the spectrum, we also profile Michigan’s House
Bill 4770—recently passed legislation that undercuts workers and
taxpayers alike by banning public institutions from offering benefits
to domestic partners. This gives us clear evidence that gay and
transgender public-sector workers are still at risk of losing existing
benefits and offers a clear example of what not to do.

this cost is negligible and is offset by the numerous benefits that
cities such a Cambridge experience when they gross up, including
more effective recruitment and retention practices, as well as a
more productive workforce.57
In the private sector, grossing up has become a litmus test for inclusivity and is widely considered a best practice in corporate America.
With the implementation of the practice at the municipal level, the
city of Cambridge is now poised to compete for the best employees
with neighboring private companies such as Boston Consulting
Group, which also offers the benefit to its staff.58

San Francisco, California, and Portland, Oregon
Cambridge, Massachusetts
Following the lead of many private corporations, the city of Cambridge,
Massachusetts, became the first municipality to equalize the cost of
health benefits for its workers with same-sex partners in 2011.54
As a result of the Defense of Marriage Act, workers who enroll
to receive domestic partner health coverage must pay income
taxes on the value of that coverage. Employees with opposite-sex
spouses, on the other hand, do not have to pay a tax on their health
benefits.55
To ensure equal pay for equal work, the city of Cambridge took
action to reimburse workers for the extra cost this tax imposes
on same-sex couples. Cambridge Mayor David Maher said in a
statement that, “The tax implication for same-sex married couples
working for the city created an unfair situation that the City Council
chose to address. This action is the right and fair thing to do until
the federal government addresses this issue.”56
When the practice, known as “grossing up,” went into effect, 22
school and city workers had same-sex domestic partners enrolled in
health insurance coverage. The city estimated a total expenditure of
$33,000 to offset the tax burden for these couples. In the long run,
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In 2001 the city and county of San Francisco became the first municipality to remove transgender access exclusions in its employee
health plans.59 These exclusions are extremely harmful to transgender workers: Among other negative consequences, they decrease
morale, require time-intensive appeals and negotiations regarding
reimbursement even for routine health care services, and prevent
transgender employees from accessing care that could increase
their safety, comfort, and work performance.60
According to a memo from the San Francisco Human Rights Commission, “Despite actuarial fears of over-utilization and a potentially
expensive benefit, the Transgender Health Benefit Program has
proven to be appropriately accessed and undeniably more affordable than other, often routinely covered, procedures.”61
Recently, the gay and transgender community together with the labor community fought for similar coverage in Portland, Oregon. The
American Federation of State, County, and Municipal Employees’
Council 75 submitted testimony to the city council, which said:
Currently, City health insurance plans specifically exclude
transgender-related health care services …
Continued on following page
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This means that transgender City employees, including
AFSCME members, are denied coverage for basic, medicallynecessary care solely because of their gender identity. This situation lowers employee morale and makes for an unwelcoming
work environment.
The Portland City Council voted unanimously to pass transgender
health coverage for city workers on June 8, 2011.62
Offering these benefits has proven to be cost effective for municipalities seeking to ensure a welcoming and hospitable workplace
that attracts the best and brightest individuals. In San Francisco,
total health insurance claims averaged less than $77,000 per year
between 2001 and 2006, a tiny fraction of the city’s initial projection
of $1.75 million per year.
Echoing the experience of San Francisco, in 2012 the California
Department of Insurance conducted an economic impact assessment comparing the costs and benefits of a California law expressly
prohibiting discrimination in coverage for transgender people.
Based on a research review and actuarial study, the department
concluded that, “The benefits of eliminating discrimination far
exceed the insignificant costs.” The assessment found an “immaterial” impact on premium costs, coupled with improved outcomes for
some of the most significant health disparities facing the transgender population, including reduced suicide risk and other improved
mental health outcomes.
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Michigan
Where some municipalities and states have taken significant steps
toward greater workplace equality, others have chosen to move
backward. In fact, some states are turning back the clock entirely by
passing legislation targeted directly at gay and transgender workers.
One of the more onerous examples is Michigan’s House Bill 4770.
Signed into law in December 2011, this bill bans public institutions
from offering benefits to domestic partners.63 Prior to this bill, three
local school districts and five city and county governments—including the City of Detroit—provided domestic partner benefits for public
employees. With this bill’s passage, however, state law trumps city
law, and these municipalities can no longer offer these benefits.
In January 2012, the American Civil Liberties Union of Michigan
filed a lawsuit asking a federal court to strike down H.B. 4770. Doak
Bloss, the health equity and social justice coordinator for the Ingham County Health Department, and his partner, Gerardo Ascheri,
are one of the four plaintiff couples named in the lawsuit.64
At a press conference Bloss said that, “This legislation blatantly and
explicitly targets us for discrimination. It says that my employer
can’t treat our family equally with other families even if it wants to.
It is essentially a message to all gay and lesbian people that Michigan doesn’t want us here.”65
Continuing, he said that, “[I]f this law is not overturned, for financial
and emotional reasons, we will have to leave.”66
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Policy recommendations
Gay and transgender public-sector workers are thankfully afforded some laws and
policies that shield them from discrimination on the job and extend equal workplace benefits to them and their partners. Still, a majority of Americans live in a
state that has yet to pass a law outlawing discrimination against gay and transgender workers. Fifty-seven percent of state employees still work in a state where no
legal protections are afforded to gay individuals. Sixty-nine percent live in state
where no legal protections are afforded to transgender individuals.
At the federal level, the Employment Non-Discrimination Act and other key legislation would provide the most sweeping and permanent protection for gay and transgender workers. A host of policy solutions at the state and local level can help fill the
gaps where laws and policies currently do not exist for these workers. Unions, through
contracts and advocacy, can also help encourage policies that ensure equal and fair
treatment of gay and transgender individuals working in state and local governments.
Let us take a look at the laws and policies that should be enacted by lawmakers
and adopted as part of union contracts that would level the playing field for gay
and transgender employees in state and local government.

Policies at the federal level

The Employment Non-Discrimination Act
Congress should pass the Employment Non-Discrimination Act, which, if
enacted, would make discriminating against a worker based on their sexual orientation or gender identity a crime in all 50 states and the District of Columbia. The
act would outlaw discrimination in both public and private employment, giving
most gay and transgender state and local workers comprehensive employment
protections under federal law.67
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The Respect for Marriage Act
If passed, the Respect for Marriage Act would repeal the Defense of Marriage
Act—the antigay law, which, for the purposes of the federal government, defines
marriages as being between one man and one woman.68 This law negatively
impacts same-sex couples in numerous ways, one of which is an extra tax on
health benefits when an employer offers those benefits to its employees’ same-sex
partner. Repealing the Defense of Marriage Act would remove this unnecessary
tax burden on both the employee (state and municipal employees) and employer
(the state or municipal governments).

The Tax Parity for Health Plan Beneficiaries Act
Even without repealing the Defense of Marriage Act, Congress could end the unnecessary tax on domestic partnership health benefits by passing the Tax Parity for
Health Plan Beneficiaries Act.69 Doing so would treat same-sex partners the same as
different-sex spouses by exempting health insurance coverage from payroll taxes.

Policies at the state level

State laws outlawing discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation
and gender identity
States should pass laws prohibiting discrimination in public and private employment on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity. While some states
have already enacted these laws, a majority of state legislatures have failed to take
action to outlaw discrimination against gay and transgender workers. Doing so
would help fill the gap, as current federal legislation fails to exist and extend sorely
needed nondiscrimination protections to the gay and transgender workforce.

Executive orders prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation
and gender identity
Where state lawmakers fail to enact legislation barring discrimination against gay
and transgender workers, governors can and have stepped in to prohibit discrimi-
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nation against gay and transgender workers in certain sectors of state employment.
As the chief executive of the state, governors retain the right to craft a personnel
policy that produces the best results for the taxpayer. This should certainly include
taking the necessary steps (such as issuing an executive order) to prohibit discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation and gender identity.
Additionally, authorities within higher education governing boards, state supreme
courts, executive agencies, and statewide elected offices should issue their own
nondiscrimination orders.

Marriage equality and other relationship-recognition legislation
One of many reasons that statehouses should enact relationship-recognition laws is
that doing so will give state workers with same-sex partners equal access to health
insurance benefits that are so critical to their health and livelihood. This includes legislation that extends the rights and responsibilities of marriage to same-sex couples
but also includes legislation that offers other types of legal recognition of relationships between same-sex couples such as civil unions or domestic partnerships.

Extending equal benefits to gay state workers
Absent relationship recognition laws, state legislatures should affirmatively pass
legislation that extends workplace benefits to gay state workers and their families.
Alternatively, fair-minded governors should issue directives or other guidance to
state agencies requiring them to offer equal partner benefits to their employees
with same-sex partners.

Repealing state Defense of Marriage acts and antigay constitutional
amendments
Unfortunately, many states have state-level Defense of Marriage acts that prevent
the states from recognizing any marriage other than those between one man and
one woman. This prevents gay public employees from accessing equal health
benefits for their same-sex partners in many states. Similarly, many states have
gone one step further by amending their state constitution with so-called marriage amendments that define marriage as the union between one man and one
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woman.70 These amendments erect even higher barriers for gay public-sector
workers to access equal benefits on the job. State legislators, governors, and the
voters themselves should act to repeal these antigay discriminatory laws and constitutional amendments.

Equalizing the tax burden on health benefits
Because of the federal Defense of Marriage Act, equal partner health benefits are
taxed as imputed income for employees with same-sex partners. Until the Defense
of Marriage Act falls, states should pass laws that “gross up” and compensate their
gay employees for this unfair tax burden to ensure that all workers receive equal
pay for equal work.

Health care plans that are transgender-inclusive
Governors and agency heads should work with insurance companies to ensure
that they offer at least one transgender-inclusive health care plan to their state
workers. This means eliminating exclusionary language in state health insurance
plans that are harmful to the health and wellness of their transgender workers.

Policies at the local level

Municipal nondiscrimination ordinances
In addition to state laws prohibiting discrimination, individual localities can pass
ordinances that similarly make discriminating against someone based on his or her
sexual orientation or gender identity a crime. Hundreds of cities currently outlaw
discrimination against gay workers—many of which also do so based on gender
identity. These local ordinances are crucial to providing protections to gay and
transgender public-sector workers in states that have failed to pass larger, more
comprehensive laws against discrimination.
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Extending equal benefits to gay municipal employees
Local lawmakers should do all that is in their power to ensure equal access to
workplace benefits for municipal workers with same-sex partners. City councils
should pass ordinances and mayors should take administrative action requiring
municipal agencies to provide equal access to workplace benefits, including access
to partner health insurance.

Establishing domestic partnership registries
While states regulate marriage, individual localities may establish domestic partnership registries that offer limited relationship-recognition rights to same-sex
couples. Such registries give these couples equal access to city benefits, meaning
that municipal workers with same-sex partners will be able to secure equal benefits for themselves, their partners, and their families.

Equalizing the tax burden on health benefits
Because of the federal Defense of Marriage Act, equal partner health benefits are
taxed as imputed income for employees with same-sex partners. Municipalities
should pass laws that compensate their gay employees for this unfair tax burden
and ensure all workers receive equal pay for equal work.

Offering health care plans that are transgender-inclusive
City councils, administrative agencies, and mayors should work with insurance
companies to ensure they offer at least one transgender-inclusive health care plan
to their workers.

Union contracts
Where laws and policies are absent, unions can work with their members and
with state and local employers to help fill gaps in protections and equal benefits.
Union contracts can protect gay and transgender workers from discrimination
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by including nondiscrimination clauses that cover both sexual orientation and
gender identity. Language in the contract can also address harassment, bullying,
and workplace violence.
Unions can also collectively bargain for equal health care and retirement benefits
for same-sex domestic partners, transgender-inclusive health care coverage, and
fair sick and bereavement leave. Similarly, the contract can have a comprehensive
definition of family, which includes same-sex partners and their families, and gay
and transgender union members can have no more burden of proof of relationship
than their straight and nontransgender coworkers.

Policies leveling the playing field are a win-win for everyone
If enacted, these policy recommendations would significantly help combat
discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity in state and local
governments. They would also help ensure that all workers, gay or straight, transgender or not, have equal access to workplace benefits.
A critical component of this work is not only passing laws and policies but also
implementing and enforcing them. Nondiscrimination laws should be vigorously
enforced and coupled with thorough diversity trainings and cultural competency
to ensure all employees understand that discrimination against gay and transgender public-sector employees will not be tolerated. Laws that extend benefits to
same-sex couples should extend all benefits—not just some—and state agencies
would do well to thoroughly ensure equal access for gay employees and their
partners. Even when governments are able to offer at least one transgender-inclusive health insurance option, they should continue to work with other insurance
providers to remove all harmful exclusions.
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Conclusion
Discrimination is not an American value. Hard work and fairness are—these are
the values at the core of public services and the workers who provide them. Yet
for gay and transgender public workers, discrimination all too often prevails, and
fairness remains out of reach.
Discrimination in the workplace is not only unfair and unjust to the gay and transgender workers, it is also unfair to taxpayers. In a time when our economy is just
beginning to recover from the Great Recession and when state and local governments are in the red, taxpayer dollars should be used with the utmost diligence.
By reinforcing discriminatory practices that cost the government extra money, tax
dollars are going to waste.
State and local governments should put into place policies and practices that treat
all workers the same, regardless of sexual orientation or gender identity. These
policies are good for gay and transgender workers. They are good for efficient and
effective government. And they are good for the American taxpayer.
The time to act is now.
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